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Abstract

Ultra-cold neutrons (UCN),neutrons with energies low enough to be confined by the Fermi potential in material bottle
are playing an increasing role in measurements of fundamental properties of theneutron. The ability to manipulate UC
with material guides and bottles, magnetic fields, and gravity can lead to experiments with lower systematic errors t
been obtained in experiments with cold neutron beams. The UCN densities provided by existing reactor sources li
experiments. The promise of much higher densities from solid deuterium sources has led toproposed facilities coupled to both
reactor and spallation neutron sources. In this Letter we report on the performance of a prototype spallation neutron-dri
solid deuterium source. This source produced bottled UCN densities of 145± 7 UCN/cm3, about three times greater than t
largest bottled UCN densities previously reported. These results indicate that a production UCN source with substantially hig
densities should be possible.
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Free neutrons with velocities below about 8 m/s
can be confined within material bottles[1–3] and
stored for times comparable to the free neutron l
time. Such neutrons, called Ultra-Cold Neutro
(UCN), have been used to greatly improve measu
ments of the neutron lifetime[4–6] and searches fo
the neutron electric dipole moment[7,8]. In addition,
gravitationally induced quantum states have rece
been observed for the first time using UCN[9]. The
limitation in all of these measurements is the ma
mum attainable density of UCN. Existing sources
ultra-cold neutrons (UCN) rely on extracting very lo
energy neutrons from the Maxwellian tail of the the
mal energy distribution in nuclear reactor-driven mo
erators. In some cases, receding turbine blades, g
ity, or both are used to further slow the neutrons. T
highest bottled density reported in the literature,
tained at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) reactor
Grenoble, was about 50 UCN/cm3 [10,11]. (A density
of 87 storable UCN/cm3 upstream of the bottle wa
also reported.) Golub and Pendlebury[12] suggested
that a superfluid liquid helium moderator, in which t
production rate of UCN caused by down-scattering
energy is larger than the combined nuclear-absorp
(essentially zero for helium-4) and up-scatter ra
in the material, could provide higher UCN densitie
Golub and Boning[13,14]proposed using thin films o
solid deuterium (SD2) as such a superthermal sou

Pokotilovski [15] suggested more effective u
could be made of a source with finite absorption
using a pulsed reactor to drive the solid deuterium
by opening and closing a shutter between the so
and a storage bottle to reduce the contact time of
UCN with the SD2 to reduce the effect of absorpti
on the UCN lifetime. Serebrov et al.[16,17]suggested
the use of spallation-produced neutrons, which can
produced at higher densities for a given heat load t
reactor neutrons, with such a shuttered source.

We have built and tested a prototype spallat
neutron-driven SD2 UCN source, shown schem
cally in Fig. 1. Neutrons were produced by hitting
tungsten spallation target with 800 MeV protons. T
neutrons were reflected by a beryllium box held
near liquid nitrogen temperature, then moderated
a polyethylene layer to produce cold neutrons. T
UCN guide containing the solid deuterium conver
was contained in the polyethylene cold neutron tr
The UCN guide system led vertically out of the sou
-

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the apparatus used for this experimen
Neutrons were bottled in the region between valves A and B. S2
lifetime measurements were made by counting the number of U
that survived in contact with the deuterium as a function of ti
using valve A, with valve B left open throughout. Valve C
illustrative of a hypothetical shuttered source. The figure is no
scale.

to a storage bottle above the cryostat that was clo
by valves A and B. From valve B, another vertic
guide section led down to a helium-3 UCN detec
(see below). All the UCN guides were 3.91 cm in
dius. Except for the bottle between valves A and
the guides were stainless steel coated with nickel
The bottle section was uncoated stainless steel.
vertical guide section (up to valve A) holding the so
deuterium was 125.3 cm long, containing a volume
6020 cm3 (including the 240 cm3 of solid deuterium).
This length of guide included a 5.1 cm long section a
45 degree angle to the vertical and a 16.6 cm long
izontal section, so that the bottle was 107.2 cm ab
the bottom of the guide. The bottle between valve
and B was 74.7 cm long, for a volume of 3590 cm3.
The guide section leading down to the detector w
160.2 cm long for a volume of 7690 cm3, and included
a vertical drop of 130.4 cm between the bottle and
detector.

Measurements of the UCN lifetime in solid de
terium made using this source have been previo
reported[18] and found to be in agreement with th
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ory [19]. The longest lifetime measured, 28 ms, w
limited by thermal up-scattering, nuclear absorpt
on residual hydrogen-1,and exothermic para- to or
deuterium transitions in the residual para-deuterium
the source. In this Letter we report on a significant
tension of this previous work to large SD2 volum
and much larger proton pulses in combination. D
reported previously were taken with charge pulses
1.6 µC[18]. In the current work this is extended
95 µC. The production rate of UCN is reported a
prompt heating of the SD2 by radiation from the sp
lation target is shown to result in only a small redu
tion in the rate of UCN production for incident proto
pulses up to 95 µC.

Deuterium was prepared in the ortho state usin
hydrous iron (III) oxide, Fe2O3 · x(H2O), converter
cooled to a few degrees below the triple point
18.7 K [20]. The deuterium was frozen in the low
part of the cryostat using a liquid helium transfer
frigerator. Both the hydrogen contamination and
para-fraction in the SD2 were measured by me
of rotational Raman spectroscopy on a gaseous s
ple taken by warming the deuterium after the UC
measurements[20]. The para-deuterium fraction fo
the measurements reported here was determined
5.0± 0.7% and the hydrogen contamination less th
0.11%. All of the data reported in this Letter we
taken with an SD2 moderator volume of 240±36 cm3.
The variation of deuterium volume with operatin
temperature was 0.5%[21], well within the uncer-
tainty quoted above.

The temperature of the solid was monitored us
a silicon diode thermometer mounted to the outs
of the guide tube. Subsequent measurements,
diodes embedded in the solid, indicate that th
measurements were accurate to about±1 K. For
most of the measurementspresented here, the SD
temperature was below 5 K. However, for the lar
incident proton pulse runs, the temperatures rose a
each pulse. At the start of the 95 µC pulse, the S
temperature was 8 K. Based on previous results[18],
the UCN lifetime in the solid varies from 17 ms dow
to 12 ms over this temperature range.

Proton pulses were produced using the Los Alam
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) 800 MeV line
accelerator. Protons were incident on a tungsten spa
lation target located 6 cm below the solid deuteri
sample, inside the cryostat vacuum. The total cha
for each measurement was delivered in one or m
pulses, each up to 500 µs long, spread over a 1 se
interval. The charge in each pulse was measured
integrating the induced pulse in a current-measu
toroid located 1 m upstream of the SD2 cryostat. T
precision of the measurement of the integrated cha
in each pulse is estimated to be 5%.

The UCN detector was a wire chamber fill
with 1 bar of CF4 and 10 mbar of3He, separated
from the UCN guide vacuum by a 0.25 mm thi
aluminum window. Neutrons were detected throu
the 3He(n,p)3H exothermic reaction. The low3He
pressure reduced the detector sensitivity to ther
neutrons with a smaller reduction in UCN efficien
because of the inverse dependence on neutron vel
of the 3He neutron absorption cross section. T
CF4 provided a high stopping rate for the charg
reaction products so that most of the energy of
reaction was deposited in the detector gas ra
than the walls. The detector was operated with
significant gas gain, and the signals were termina
into a 50 ohm resistive load. This highly differentiat
mode of operation, with much greater efficiency
detecting slow neutrons than gamma rays, allowed
chamber to recover quickly from the large overlo
due to prompt radiation following the proton pulse
the expense of a reduction in the neutron detec
efficiency by a factor of two. Absorption in th
window, up-scatter in the CF4, the solid angle of
the active detector region, and electronic inefficiency
all contributed to the inefficiency of the detect
These effects were all either measured or simula
using Monte Carlo techniques for our experimen
geometry. The total detector efficiency was calcula
to be 0.33± 0.03, averaged over the phase space
velocity spectrum of neutrons arriving at the detect

A series of measurements was performed to v
date the Monte Carlo predictions of the source per
mance using single pulses of about 0.9 µC of proto
UCN were bottled in contact with the solid deuteriu
using valve A shown inFig. 1. The number of neu
trons counted in the detector was measured as a f
tion of the time after the proton pulse at which valve
was opened. The time distributions for one set of p
ton pulses with different valve opening times, alo
with the corresponding Monte Carlo predictions,
displayed inFig. 2, normalized to the number of in
cident protons per pulse but not corrected for tra
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Fig. 2. (Top) Measured counts, normalized to incident pro
charge, as a function of time forneutrons stored in contact wit
the SD2 using valve A. (Bottom) Same as the top but for neutro
stored in the bottle using valves A and B. The solid lines are Mo
Carlo calculation normalized to the data as described in the text.
data are detected counts normalized only to the number of inci
protons in each pulse, in 0.16 s time bins.

port or detector efficiency. The summed data as w
as Monte Carlo calculations are shown inFig. 3, in
this case including corrections for transport and
tector efficiency. The lifetime of UCN in these me
surements was dominated by losses in the solid d
terium, as opposed to the neutron lifetime or losses
the walls of the guide system. The UCN lifetime in t
solid deuterium used in the Monte Carlo calculatio
12 ms[18], gives a good account of the data.

The lifetime of neutrons stored in a bottle form
by closing valves A and B was measured in a seque
where valve A (the inlet valve) was initially open an
valve B (the outlet valve) was closed. Valve A w
closed 1.5 seconds after the proton pulse and neu
were counted as a function of the time between
closing of valve A (the beginning of the stora
Fig. 3. (Top) Corrected total UCN, normalized to incident pro
charge, as a function of storage time for neutrons stored in co
with the SD2 using valve A. Crosses are the measured data, c
the Monte Carlo calculation, and the solid line is an exponentia
to the data shown on the plot. There is a slight tail suggested b
Monte Carlo which is not visible in the data due to statistical err
These data are normalized to the number of incident protons in
pulse and also corrected for the estimated transport and dete
efficincy. (Bottom) Same as the top but for neutrons stored in
bottle. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty on the data.

period within our bottle) and the opening of valve
These data along with Monte Carlo predictions
also shown inFigs. 2 and 3. The normalized bu
uncorrected arrival time distribution for a single set
runs is shown inFig. 2; the normalized and correcte
integrated data are shown inFig. 3.

The normalization of the Monte Carlo has been v
ied to simultaneously fit both the storage bottle a
deuterium volume lifetime scans. The quality of t
fit, which can be judged by comparing the data a
Monte Carlo results shown inFigs. 2 and 3, leads
to a 4% uncertainty in the Monte Carlo estimate
the transport efficiency from the bottle to the det
tor, which was 0.71. The normalization gives an
timate of the number of UCN produced per incide
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Fig. 4. Circles display the bottled density as a function of incid
proton charge (left axis). Crosses display the ratio of bottled den
to the incident proton charge (right axis). The red symbols repre
a repeated run, performed after the highest incident charge
showing only insignificant deviation from the earlier run. The poi
in this figure are corrected for transport and detection efficiency

charge on the spallation target. We estimate 46±
92 UCN/cm3/(µC of incident protons) for UCN with
velocities below 6.6 m/s in the SD2, the critical ve-
locity at the SD2–58Ni interface. This is reasonabl
close to a previously reported model prediction
750 UCN/cm3/µC for the configuration of our appa
ratus[22].

We also measured the number of UCN as a func
of the size of the proton pulse. For these measurem
we increased the proton charge delivered to the targe
using multiple proton pulses delivered within a
second interval. The data were taken with the sa
valve sequence as the bottle lifetime scan with
storage time of 1.0 s. These data are plotted, a
function of incident proton charge, inFig. 4. The
maximum charge delivered to the spallation target w
limited by health physics considerations, as we h
no remote handling facilities and radiation shieldi
in our experimental area was limited. The UC
density has been calculated by dividing the num
of observed neutrons by the volume of the stor
bottle, 3590 cm3; by the detector efficiency, 0.33±
0.03; and by the transport efficiency, estimated us
the Monte Carlo simulation, 0.71± 0.03, yielding an
additional overall normalization uncertainty of 10%
The uncertainty caused by the statistics of the fit
the Monte Carlo to the data (Fig. 2) is included in the
above uncertainty estimates.

There is a distinct reduction in the ratio of UC
density to incident proton charge at the high
charges. This is likely to be due to the slow rise
the target temperature through the course of the h
current runs. Monte Carlo simulation predicts a 1
decrease in the UCN count with the measured 3 K
in the starting SD2 temperature and corresponding
shorter lifetime of UCN in the SD2.

The maximum density achieved in the stora
bottle, 145± 7 UCN/cm3, is significantly larger than
peak bottled densities reported previously. A sin
proton pulse of 95 µC would produce an instantane
density of 44000 UCN/cm3 in the SD2. Although
in principle this is the limiting density that ca
be extracted from an ideal shuttered source of
geometry using such proton pulses, losses du
absorption on the bottle walls and other causes wo
likely reduce this considerably. Our model predi
that 1300 UCN/cm3 could be extracted as the limitin
density from our source by moving valve A to positi
C in Fig. 1, so that the volume containing the SD2
about twice the SD2 volume. This prediction assum
a 95 µC proton pulse every 10 seconds, with the shu
open for 1 second for each pulse, and with a U
lifetime of 28 ms in the SD2 (the longest we ha
measured)[18]. This prediction drops to a density o
889 UCN/cm3 if the wall loss rates are assumed to
10−4/bounce[13].

These measurements demonstrate a new tech
ogy for UCN sources that should allow more than
order of magnitude gain in UCN density over existi
UCN sources for practical source bottle geometr
Optimization of the source geometry, increase in
solid deuterium volume, and increase in the incid
proton current are expected to result in even hig
produced UCN flux and density in production sourc
based on the prototype source described here. S
significant improvements in UCN density would a
low a new generation of fundamental measureme
with free neutrons to be carried out.
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